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A characteristic property of RNA viruses is the1r high mutation rate which allows RNA virus 
populations to quickly explore fitriess landscapes. Adaptation occurs either by single 
nucleotide mutations or by the exchange of large parts of coding sequences. 
Flaviviruses are thought to have evolved gradually, with diversity generated largely by the 
accumulation of point mutations. However, recent phylogenetic analysis indicates that 
homologous recombination can occur, although experimental proof has not been obtained. 
We developed a new two component system to lest mechanisms used by Flaviviruses to 
gain fitness: This system involves two different non-infectious genomes (replicons) of 
Tick-borne encephalitis virus which were shown to complement each other. lnfectious 
particles were produced from cells containing both replicons. After passages in different cell 
systems mutations arose spontaneously. These mutations include single nucleoltde 
Substitutions as weil as large changes of one of the two involved replicons. The diversity of 
mutations allows insights into the mutability of flaviviruses and the mechanisms they use to 
adapt. Despile the adaptation of the two non-infectious replicons, recombination yielding an 
infectious full-length genome was never observed in our experiments. 
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Reverse genelies has become pivotal in influenza virus research. Basic research studies 
and vaccme development rely on the rapid generation of tailored recombinant influenza 
v1ruses. They are rescued from Iransfeeted plasmids encoding the eight influenza virus 
segments which have been cloned using restriction endonucleases and DNA ligation. 
However, in some cases suitable restriction cleavage sites are not available. Therefore, we 
established a cloning method which is universal for any influenza A virus strain and 
1ndependent of restriction cleavage s1tes. This approach is based on an inverse PCR 
protocol using the amplicon of the mfluenza A gene segment as megaprimer. The 
prospective insert must contain termini homologous to the regions of the plasmid adjacent 
to the insertion site. ln order to improve the efficiency, we modified the cloning vector by 
1ntroducing the negative selection marker ccdB flanked by the highly conserved Influenza A 
virus gene termini. Using this method, we cloned a complete set of gene segments 
representing viruses AfThailand/1 (KAN-1 )12004 (H5N1) and A/Swine/Belzig/2/2001 (H1 N1 ). 
Th1s approach allows fast cloning of all segments from any influenza A strain without 
knowledge of the genome sequence. Provided there are no other homologies between the 
ends of the PCR amplicon to its own intemal regions and to plasmid vector regions beyond 
the annealing sites adjacent to the insertion point, this approach would be suitable for 

cloning of any insert with conserved termini. 
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